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Email Security Service Comprehensively
eliminated issues with
sending emails.

MWM Global Holdings
Reliable Email flow
An email service that just works and that you do not have to think about.

About Client
MWM Global Holdings is a multi-disciplinary, off-shore financial services group of companies, based in
the British Virgin Islands. Through its subsidiaries, the MWM Group offers trust, financial, real estate,
legal and accounting solutions to clients across the Caribbean, North America and the Far East.
MWM Global Holdings: http://www.mwmglobalholdings.com

The Challenge
Emails containing attachments were particularly problematic in that they would invariably get “stuck”
somewhere between sender and recipient once the “Send” button was clicked.
The nature of the business requires sending and receiving huge and multiple attachments on a daily
basis with clients spread all over the globe. Telling clients “We are having email issues” was just not an
option.

“You worked
professionally,
outlining and
discussing the
implementation plan
with us before
beginning”
– Dawn Gibson,
IT Manager,
MWM Global
Holdings

The Solution
UBIQUITY Email Security service resolved these challenges and was painless to implement. We were up
and running in minutes and with practically no major changes on our own internal systems.
Some of the Key Benefits include:


Outbound Email relay service:
a. Outbound Email relaying
b. Outbound Email Auditing – identify possible compromised PCs
c. Avoid blacklisting of your static IP
d. Allow attachments of 10+MB in size to be sent to external recipients



Inbound Email Service:
a. Block spam, email borne viruses and other types of malware
b. Secure local email server by eliminating multiple outside connections
c. Auto-queuing of inbound email in case the local mail server fails or power goes out
d. Prevents bounced emails being sent to senders due to local server being offline

The Results
About UBIQUITY
UBIQUITY is a Microsoft
Registered Partner,
McAfee Partner and Dell
VAR, providing best in
class solutions for
infrastructure design,
implementation, data
threat management,
Disaster Recovery and
Business Continuity
Services.

MWM Global Holdings now has a reliable Email Security service that is totally transparent to the
operating of their business and their end users. There is no more thought about the reliability of the
system when it comes to sending emails to clients all over the world.
UBIQUITY’s Email Security service allowed MWM Global Holdings to “Just Do It” when it came to
sending emails, even those with huge attachments.

Restoring Confidence in email
An added benefit of UBIQUITY’s Email Security service is the ability to spool your incoming emails for a few days in the
event that your internal email server goes offline. This means no lost email ever again! We have clients who have
taken the service for this benefit alone. Join the growing group of businesses that take their business communications
seriously.
Contact UBIQUITY - For solutions that improve the way you work.

